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Preface 
We at ERn1 ar:: very pleased with the initial success of the Landsat 
.. 
Technology Transfer thrc~gh Community College programs. The degree of 
success can be m~asured by the enthusiastic response of most of the 
progr.un participants, the efforts currently being made by a number of 
organ~zations to obtain their own L~ndsat capability patterned after 
what was used in this program, and the additional organizations that 
wish to participate in the future. 
In a large part, the success of the program can b~ ascribed to the 
dedic~tion and enthusiasm of the many people and organizations outside 
of ER~i ch~t were involved in the program. Particular thanks should be 
given to Dr. Eugene Jaworski and his staff at Eastern Michigan 
Uaiversity. Dr. Jaworski was largely responsible for the RAS Userls 
i1anue.l and. Iii \C.'\ of the training material. Further, the EMU facility 
was used as /l te~t: oed and training ground during the initial workshops. 
Other fac':J..itiefl participating as hosts were Daedalus Enterprises 
(Steve Goodman), C.S. Mott Community College (Dr. Douglas E. 1~ine), 
Hichigan GLS Region (Robert Ka.rwowski), Wayne County Community College 
(Dr. Elaine J. Wallace), Southeast Michigan Council of Governments 
(Danial Sn.yder), and the Detroit Edison Company (Mr. tVilliam T, Cummings). 
We wish to gratefully acknowledge the hard work and support provided by 
these people and their organizations, without which the success of the 
program could not have been achieved. 
tole also ~vish to acknowledge the vision and support of the NASA 
personnel who recognized the potentl.al of the proj e(;t and saw to it that 
the program got off to a good start. Specifically, WE~ would like to 
thank Nr. Floyd Roberson co<' NASA Headquarters, who was convinced that 
t(1e network ot community colleges of thE:.. Southeastern Hichigan Technical 
Assistance Program (SE~ITAP) could be used for Landsat technology transfer, 
and Mess rs. J. Weber'" and T. Austin)~:': of NASA Goddard Spaceflight Center, 
~vho so ably assisted in :;f::tting the program started. 
"'~ow ~vith ~ASA Hqs 
*"'Nmv ,vith OAO 
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1 
BACKGROUND 
Since the initiation of the Landsat program, most government 
technology transfer efforts dealing with Landsat use have been focused 
primarily on the public sector - Federal agencies and State 
g()vernments - and have not involved th~, private sector to i:>&i'Y 
significant extent. The application of Landsat data in the private 
sector has been limited primarily to the private suppliers of Landsat 
data processi.ng and analysis equipment and services - aerospace 
companies and a limi'c.ed number of users j.n st;!ctors such a$ the miner:>.l 
and petroleum industry and t1.tI1ber companies. However i there are many 
other potential priv!ii:e users who have not yet incorporated Landsat 
technology in their array of services; some examples are architectural 
and engineering firms, computer data process.ing firms, energy and 
environmen~al companies, a.nd other consuJtants providing services in 
land use planning and development. Lack of greater involvement by 
these potential users has retarded the growth of Landsat technology, 
since engineering firms do much of the land u..,e mapping for both 
government and private industry. 
Recent surveys show that a large number of potential users in the 
private sector and at local agencies are interested in becoming 
consumers or suppliers of Landsat-derived products and services. 
However, they have been prevented, from entering this market by the 
high cost of analysis facilities and the difficulty of obtaining 
training in the new technology. To evaluate methods for bridging this 
gap NASA established a 12-month program with the Environmental 
Research Institute of Michigan beginning 20 December 1979 with the 
objective of investigating methods of making Landsat technology 
readily available to a broader set of private sector firms through 
local community colleges. 
1 
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2 
TECHNICAL APPROACH 
To achieve the desired objective - the successful transfer of 
Landsat technology - the program applies a network (Figure 1) where 
the bt\sic partners are NASA, a university or research institute, 
cODlrwnity c,;lleges, :;I.nd local-private and public organizations. The 
methodology employed by the program gives local users an opportunity 
to obtain "hands-on" training in Landsat data analysis techniques 1 
using a desk-top; interactive "Remote Analysis Station" (RAS). The 
RAS communicates with a central computing facility via telephone line, 
and provides for generation of land cover maps and data products via 
remote command. 
The role of the university or research institute itl this model 
nct}Vork, is to provide demonstrat;ion and training host computer 
services for the Remote Analysis Jtation (RAS), develop trC'lining 
packages and programs, and to support seminars, minicourses and 
workshops staged by the community colleges. For their part, the 
colleges classify and organ~ze business and industry in their 
neighborhoods in accordance with technical or information needs, 
organize and host seminars for potential users and suppliers of 
Landsat da:d products, and serve as local contact points for technical 
as~istance. 
To meet the needs for the use of RAS terminals for both training 
and demonstration projects an agreement was established in Phase I 
where local organizations, selected for demonstration proj.::~ts, would 
also support college-sponsored seminars by providing off'~campus sites 
for the terminals as well as staff to help the trainees. These hosts 
would in turn have an opportunity to use the terminals on a time-
3 
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available basis to conduct the iemonstration projects and to train 
other employees of their organization • 
• 
This basic agreement used during Phase I to link the academic 
in3titutions with private and public organizations participating as 
hosts for a RAS terminal follows: 
1. The host organ~~dtion must have one or more persons trained 
in the use of the terminal before it is moved on-site. 
Z. If the RAS terminal is made available to the public (e.g., 
registered trainees from outside the host organization), one 
or more persons at the host facility will be identified as an 
associate instructor to help trairtems as need~d. The 
associate instructor will not generally receive payment from 
the college or from NASA for this support. 
3. rn 1ieu of payment for supporting the training of registered 
participants, the associate instructor may use the RAS 
terminal on a time-available basis to conduct a demonstration 
project and to train other employees of the host 
organization. The staff being trained at the host facility 
would not normally pay college fees u~less college credits 
are needed. 
This agreement for sharing program resources (i.e., two 
terminals) and the model network of Figure 1 were successfully applied 
in southeast Michigan during Phase I to deliver Landsat technology to 
100 or more;' "'icing professionals at the "grass roots" level. A 
summary of this activity follows in Section 3 together with the 
recommendations and plans for a Phase II effort (Section 3.4) which 
continues the expansion of the use of Landsat technology involving 
additional commun~ty colleges and more local users. 
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3 
SVMMARY PHASE I PROGRAM 
To achieve the desired objective - the successful transfer of 
Landsat technology - the first 12-month program accomplished the 
following ~pecific objectives: 
1. Established program participants (e.g., colleges, engineering 
firms, etc.~ for three cooperative transfer efforts which 
demonstratea an effective method of transferring Landsat 
technology to the private sector and local agencies at the 
"grass roots" level. 
2. Developed an cperating methoao10gy for the remote, 
intc~active analysis of Landsat data and the generation of 
the output product. 
3. Developed and impl~mented technology transfer and training at 
"grass roots" level. 
4. Developed a plan for expanding the technology transfer 
program, on a self-sustaining pay-as-you-go basis for users, 
with seed money for community college training grants. 
To facilitate comparisons between the work accomplished and these four 
objectives, this section is organized into four subsectlons having the 
same titles as the program objectives. 
3.1 ESTABLISH NETWORK PARTICIPfu~TS 
This objective required the development of plans and selection of 
initial participants for a network (Figure 1) to effeo:tively transfer 
Landsat technology to the private sector and local agencies (grass 
roots). Program constraints (e.g., funding and facilities) limited 
the participants to: 
7 
o Three colleges to organize and conduct the seminars. 
o Four local organ~ations from the private and public sector to 
provide host facilities for the terminals for training and 
demonstrations. 
o Three principal instructors and seven assistant instructors to 
deliver the training. 
o About 80 trainees. 
Activity to identify these participants included three workshops 
(Figure 2) and user awa~eness publications followed up with 
questionnaires to establish: user intere,t and possible applications 
for Landsat technology; and user preferences regarding training 
methods, locations for classes, etc. Criteria used to select 
partic.ipants incl.uded: e'xpressed interest in remote sensing and 
Landsat technology; and, in the case of the private and public sector 
users, available application and market for use of Landsat products. 
Anothe~ important criterion was the wj~lingness and likelihood that 
the participant would continue to use or provide training in the use 
of Landsat technology. 
The workshops anu discussions with NASA established the colleges 
and local organi.zations who would participate in the initial training 
and demonstration programs. To reach as many practicing professionals 
as possible within southeast Michigan the participants were organized 
by region into three cooperative efforts for the purpose of delivering 
the training and demonstrations. Participants in all three transfer 
efforts included the Southeastern Michigan Technical Assistance 
Program (SE:MTAP) and the Michigan Community Collegp. Associati.on 
(HCCA). SEMTAP and MeCA are coordinating the results of this 
investigation with other community co1l.eges in the state and assisting 
with Phase II planning. 
The Phase I network participants and their roles in the transfer 
activity, as described in the following, demonstrate one method by 
8 
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Flint, Michigan, 48503 (313) 762-0278. A three-day seminat at this 
college was followed by ~ands-on training on the RAS terminal at Mott 
Community Colleg~ and the Genessee-Lapeer-Shiawassee (GLS) Regional V 
Planning and Development Commission (PDC) Office. Eight trainees 
registered for this program. 
The principal instructQr for this seminar was Rorert Karwowski, 
who represented both Mott Community College and the GLS Region V 
Offica. Associate I;ntJtructors included John Coil of GLS Region V And 
Phillip E. Chas~ of Johnson and Anderson, a major consulting 
engineering organizaticC') in Pontiac., Michigan. A radio"TV media event 
was staged on October 19, 1980, in Flint, Michigan, to increase public 
awareness about Landsat technology transfer efforts. 
This second co~?erative effort and the third (reviewed in the 
next section) included non-profit regional planning agencies (i.e., 
GLS Region V and SEMCOG) as partners with the community colleges. 
This relationship facilitates marketing Landsat technology over a 
broader region. These planning organizations have day-to-day working 
contracts with targeted firms (e.g., conSUlting engineering 
organizations) and an already developed assessment of numerous 
comm!.1l11C:y and business needo which the targeted firms service. In 
Michigan each county is also w:f.thin a regional organization boundary 
providing a network which also links tbe region to the counties and 
townships. Regional organizations act as a clearinghouse. for 
enVironmental, energy, transportation, housing, and economic 
development programs. Further, since the.-se organizations serve 
clearinghouse roles, an extensive data base has been developed and 
serves as a repository for public and private use. Most regional 
organizations, for example, maintain aerial photographs, various maps 
(e.g., land use, topographic, soils) and other resource information on 
their region. luis data base must be used, if applicable, by private 
concerns if federal funds are being requested for work in the region. 
10 
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which public and private organaizations can join in cooperative 
ventures to transfer Lan~sat technology at the grass roots level. 
3.1.1 FIRST COOPERATIVE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFLR: 
22 SEPTEMBER TO 4 OCTOBER 1980 
This activity consisted of a two~,'week seminar offered as credit 
or non-credit by Eastern Michigan University (~IU), and other training 
and demonstrations supported by the staff of Daedalus Enterprises and 
~IU students and faculty. Copies of brochures used by EMU and the 
other colleges to announce the seminars are included in Ap~c~dix A. 
Since Dr. Eugene Jawor~ki of EMU prepared the original manuscript 
of the training package (i.e., workbooks and RAS User's H~nUCil), he 
was selected to take the lead as the principal instructor for the 
first seminar. Fifteen trainees registered at EMU for this course., 
Another key participant in thip seminar was Steve Goodman, of Daedalus 
Enterprises. Mr. GoodUltln was the associate instructor. A RAS 
terminal was on-site both at Daedalus in Ann Arbor and at ~1U in 
Ypsilanti, Michigan, so that trainees registering for the seminar 
could obtain hands-on training at the most cOlivenient location. 
The RAS terminal was also used by Steve Goodman while it was 
on-site at his company to train 12 employees in the analysis of 
Landsat and aircraft scanner data and to carry out cremonstrationsof 
interest to Da~dal'Js. Daedalus is well known as a manufacturer of 
aircraft scanners and used this program as an opportunity to evaluate 
Landsat. technology and to assess ies own role as a potenttal supplier 
for Landsat products and services. 
3. 1. 2 SECOND COOPERATIVE TECHNOI.OGY T~.ANS FER; 
15 OCTOBER TO 20 NOVEMBER 1980 
This technology transfer activity was organized and sponsored by 
Dr. Douglas Eo Laine, of C.S. Mott Community College, 1401 East Court, 
11 
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This available data bas~ can also greatly enhance the usefulness of 
Landsat data. Therefore,. the regional planninrr office not only 
provides a well equipped office for supporting off-eampus training, 
but it aiso has a well established \letwork which can help the 
dissemination of Landsat technology. 
When the RAS terminal was not is use by trainees registered in 
the seminar, Bob Karwowski of GLS V office used the terminal to train 
other members of the GLS V Planning Staff. 
3.1.3 THIRD COOPERATIVE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER: 
24 OCTOBER TO 19 DECEtlBER 1980 
This technology transfer effort was co: pt ~ed of a non-credit 
seminar offered by Wavne County Community College and other 
coordinated demonstration and training activities involving students 
and faculty of the community college, the staff of the Southeast 
Michigan 'Council of Governments (SEMCOG)~ and the stnff of the Detroit 
Edison Company. The seminars, designed to reach practicing 
professionals in the Detroit Metropolitian are~, were organized by Dr. 
Elaine Wallace, Director of Goastal Environmental Studies Project, 
Wayne CO~,lT.1ty Community College, 8551 Greenfield, Detroit, Michigan, 
38228 (313) 584-9381. Dr. W3llace was also the principal instructor 
for the seminar. Associate instructors include: Daniel Snyder of 
SEMCOG and Reginald Beasley, William Cummings, and Jarka Vit of the 
Detroit Ed;\son Company. Mary Ellen Oliver, of the University of 
Hichigan Ca\llpus at Dearr.)rn, was one of the teaching assistants. 
To make it easy for trainees to 01'> ,~in hands-on use of the RAS 
teLminal, training sites included the Wayne County Community College 
campus on Greenfield Street Oolestern suburb of Detroit), the downtown 
Detroit Office of SEMCOG, and the northern suburb office of Detroit 
Edison. The time the terminal was located at each site depended upon 
the number of trainees and type of training at each location. In 
12 
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addition to making the training available to practicing professionals 
in the region through thQ seminar, the community college also used the 
terminal to provide Landsat training for some students and staff in 
its Coastal Environmental Studies (CES) Project. 
The CES program is funded by the National Science Foundation to 
develop a Certificate Program and an Associate Degree Program in 
Coastal-Environmental Studies in collaboration with the Engineering 
and Geography Department at Wayne State University, the Michigan Sea 
Grant Program, the Michigan Department of Natural Resources, the 
Geography Department at E;lstern Michigan Unive~, ~y and local coastal 
and environmental agencies. This two-year program trains students for 
careers as technicians, aides, and attendants in: 1) coastal 
research, 2) environmental studies, 3) chemical engineering, and 
4) coastal planning. Landsat technology was readily integrated into 
the CES project through its geography, geologyo and computer data 
processing courses. A list of available jobs for which students are 
being trained has been compiled by Dr. John Judd, Michigan Sea Grant 
Program, BP,d Dr. Merle Raber, Michigan Department of Natural 
Resources. Representative sampling of potential employers :Ln both 
private Bnd public sectors has identified over 1,300 current positions 
for which these graduates will qualify. 
SEMCOG and Detroit Edison supported this seminar and used the 
terminals to train their own staff and to evaluate Landsat 
applications of interest to their respectiv~ nrganizations. 
Detroit Edison used the terminal to train 12 staff members and to 
investigate the possibility of building a geographic data base for its 
7600 square mile service region by integrating Landsat data tolith that 
digitized by its Interactive Graphic System (IGS). Immediate 
applications for this data include its use in models and analysis 
designed to aid the selection of transmission line corridors and power 
plant sites. During the training and demonstration period, a copy of 
13 
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th~ RAS software was loaned to Detroit Edison for installation on 
tileir PDP-U/70. 
In additi0~ to providing facilities and ~taff t~ help Reminar 
trainees, SEHCOG is Ilsing the terminal to investigate the use of 
Landsat as a possible source for updating the 1975 inventory of its 
seven-county planning region. The 1975 inventory was derived by 
interpreting and digitizing land use information from aerial 
photography. Anticipating the updating requirements, SEMCOG has 
collected new (1980) photography for the region. One method which 
SEHCOG is evaluating would use the Landsat data to point out possible 
areas of land use change and the aerial photographs to interpret these 
changes. The 1975 digital data base would then be edited to 
incorporate the changes to obtain the desired 1980 data base. 
3.2 DEVELOP OPERATING METHODOLOGY 
This objective was achieved through the assembly of equipment and 
techniques by which local users could obtain the capability to develop 
Landsat products and services through community colleges and small 
universities with the aid of a remote analysis station. Intermediate 
goals achieved in the development of this methodology included: 
1. Assembly and test of three desk-top RAS computer :erminals 
which can be connected to a central computing facility by 
telephone lines. The three remote stations comprised the key 
means to perform user training and to conduct technology 
demonstration projects. 
2. Integrataion and test of the RAS, including modifications and 
development of new software where needed, to permit RAS 
operation at .the sites of the participating colleges and 
public and private users. 
14 
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The three (3) RAS terminals were compte ted and in continuous use for 
training and demonstrations from about mid-July, 1980. 
The RAS terminal (Figure 3), reviewed in detail in Appendix B 
consists of a color CRT imagery display, with alphanumeric overwrite 
and keyboard, as well as a cursor controller and modem. This portable 
station can communicate via modem and dial-up telephone with a host 
computer at 1200 baud or hardwired to a host computer at 9600 baud. 
The station contains a Z80 microcomputer which controls the display 
refresh memory and remote station processing. Landsat data is 
displayed as three-band false-color imagery, one-band color sliced 
imagery, or color-coded processed imagery. Although the display 
memory operates at 2)6 x 256 picture elements, a display resolution of 
128 x 128 can be selocted to fill the display faster. The interactive 
operating techniques developed by 'ERIH permit most of the interaction 
to be performed at the lower resolutions and faster display fill 
rates, with high-resolution capability being used for viewing the 
final processed data. 
The RAS features the following capabilities: 
o Low cost - the station can be assembled from readily 
available hardware for less than $20,000. 
o System portability - the user supplies only electrical 
outlets and a telephone. 
o Interactive control via a simple~ menu-driven language. 
o Dial-up access to host computer with selectable trade-off 
between image viewing speed and quality (resolution). 
o Histogram display, categorization accuracy tables, and 
results of category separation analysis. 
o Categorized image display in colors selected from list with 
over 40 options. 
o Generation of land cover tabulations directly from display by 
deSignating boundary of area with cursor. 
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o Display of selected map categories over false color images. 
o Input of image and map control points for geometric 
correction. 
The Remote Analysis Station is presently used to access the ERIM 
Earth Resources Data Center for Landsat data processing, including the 
generation of film images and thematic maps. The specifications for 
the host computer and peripherals are included in Appendix C. 
3.3 DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND TRAINING AT THE 
GRASS ROOTS LEVEL 
This objective required the development and delivery of a program 
of training and demonstrations designed to stimulate the market and 
encourage private users to become consumers and suppliers of Lands,at 
products. Intermediate objectives achieved in the pursuit of the 
overall goal included: 
1. Development of a training vrogram containing workbooks, RAS 
User's Manual, and othel: material needed to instruct 
potential users in Landsat data processing and applications. 
2. Training for staff of the colleges and organizations 
participating as terminal hosts, about 20 people. 
3. Support in the form of RAS, host computer time, copies (if 
training materials, and other materials needed to conduct the 
three cooperative technology transfer pi.ograms , which 
resulted in the training of another 80 or so people. 
The first draft of the training program, which includes a set of 
five exercises which all trainees work through and a User's Manual, 
was completed during August, 1980. This program gives participants an 
opportunity to obtain training in the computer assisted interpretation 
of Landsat data and the generation of digital data bases from Landsat, 
aerial photography and map sources as well as to use these data bases 
for planning and management of the environment, natural resources, and 
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land use. All partici.pants t~ork through five exerc.ises whi.c.h involve 
18 to 22 hours of training using the RAS terminals. 
The following personnel tllere trained at ERIN, during the summer 
of 1980 in the use of the training material, so that they in turn 
could support the training nnd demonstrations at their respective 
organizations. 
1. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
1.1. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. • 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
Dr. Eugene Jat~orski, ENU 
Steven Goodman, Daedalus Enterprises 
Larry E. Reed, ERIN 
William Tyler, ERIN 
Roger Reinhold, ERIN 
George A. Leshkevish, NOAA 
R£ilj. A Aggarauala, U of H 
Carol Bronick, ENU 
Iftekhar Bhatti, EHU 
Robert Karwowski, Michigan GSL Region 
Phillip Chase, Johnson and Anderson 
Vince IvUson, Hott Community College (HCC) 
Robert Fry, HCC 
Hark Hepe, HCC 
Dr. Elaine J. Ivallace, {vayne County 
Community College 
Mary Ellen Oliver, U of H Dearborn 
Daniel Snyder. SENCOG 
IVilliam T. Cummings, Detroit Edison 
Jarkn Vit, Detroit Edison 
Reginald Beasley, Detroit Edison 
*P~incipnl Instructor 
**Assoeiate Instructor 
***Teoching Instrtlctor 
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AI 
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TA*** 
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PI 
AI 
TA 
TA 
TA 
PI 
TA 
AI 
AI 
AI 
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21. Leslie .Walter, EMU TA 
22. Lu Anne Horvath, EMU 
Training material, RAS, and other support were also provided to 
the following organizations who delivered Landsat training and 
demonstration to over 80 trainees in their communities. The time 
periods for these efforts aud a list of the host organizations 
providing facilities and staff to help trainees on the terminal 
22 September to 4 October 1980 
1. Dr. Eugene Jaworski, (313) 487-1480 
Geography and Geology Department 
Eastern Michigan University 
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197 
2. Steve Goodman (313) 769-5649 
Daedalus Enterprises 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 
15 October to 20 November 1980 
1. Dr. Douglas E. Laine (313) 762-0278 
C.S. Mott Community College 
1401 East Court 
Flint, Michigan 48503 
2. Robert Karwowski (313) 766-8593 
Michigan GLS Region 
Planning and Development Commission 
Flint, Michigan 48502 
24 October to 19 December 1980 
1. Dr. Elaine J. Wallace, Director (313) 584-931U 
Coastal Environmental Studies Project 
lolayne Count;y Community College 
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8551 Greenfi~1.d 
Detroit, Michigan 48228 
2. Daniel Snyder (313) 961-4266 
Southeast Michigan Council of Governments 
200 2nd Ave. 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 
3. William T. Cummings (313) 649-7349 
Detroit Edison Company (Room 356 E.C.T. 
200 2nd Ave. 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 
Limited by resources (e.g., two terminals), this method by which 
public and private organizations can join in cooperative efforts to 
share the terminals and other resources seems to be a good method of 
satisfying both training and demonstration requirements and in turn 
transferrins Landsat technology to the largest number of professionals 
at the grass roots level. 
3.4 RECOffi1ENDED PHASE II PLAN 
A 12-month program involving additional community colleges is 
recommended to continue the expansion of the use of Landsat technology 
at the local level. Emphasis in this program would be directed at 
achieving the f.ollowing goals: 
1. Continuing cooperative technology transfer pr0grams to 
involve more colleges and local users with colleges providing 
self support of training courses with minimum NASA support. 
2. Identifying alternative sources for the RAS terminals by 
encouraging suppliers to meet user needs on an investment 
basis and users to procure their own terminal once a 
successful demonstration project is completed. 
3. Establishing new sources for the host computer service by 
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encouraging time-share companies, universities, and college 
computer-center~ to adapt the RAS software 
4. Upgrading the operational capability of RAS terminals and 
host software to wimplify operations and add capability to 
manipulate other data sources when justified by user needs. 
5. Upgrading training materials to facilitate their use by 
trainees and to incorporate additional exercises needed to 
introduce new terminal capabilities. 
Work recommended to achieve these goals is reviewed in the following 
five sections. 
3.4.1 SUPPORT COOPERATIVE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROGRAMS 
Additional training and demonstration efforts are needed to 
continue to develop and illustrate the role of community colleges in 
partnership with the private and public sectors in the delivery of 
Landsat technology at the local level. 
Most of the organizations participat~t ng in Phase I as a terminal 
host have requested an opportunity to provide continued host services 
for Phase II. Some of the participants are also taking actions to 
establish their own processing capability. Wayne County Community 
College and Wayne State University have requested funding from the 
National Science Foundation for RAS and software needed to esta.blish 
and maintain training and demonstration programs in Wayne County. 
Hayne County Community College has also met with the Department of 
Education to discuss the Landsat program and seek funding. EMU and 
the Detroit Edison Company are also investigating ways of acquiring 
terminals and soctware to maintaian a continuin~ role in the use of 
Landsat data. It is very possible that one or more of these Phase I 
participants will establish a Landsat data analysis capability within 
the next 12-month period if provided with continued encouragement and 
support by NASA. 
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The NASA activity in ~outheast Hichigan has caused '-'ther 
organizations to inquire pbout the possibility of participating in the 
Phase II program. It is not clear at this time how to best support 
programs which are more than several hundred miles from the host 
computer, due to the high cost of the telephone service between the 
terminal and its host. It is suggested that, in addition to 
continuing to supp,)rt one or two Phase I participants, the Phase II 
effort include three add~tional collegeF to organize cooperative 
technology transfer efforts in other regions of the state, (e.g., 
Southwest Michigan, the Lansing-State Capital area, and Central 
Michigan). The~p. transfer activities would be modeled after the three 
Phase I programs where ~he college organizes and sponsors a seminar 
while several oth~r local organizations also provide sites for the 
terminals where trainees can obtain additional hands-on training. An 
objective is ~~ select a host for the terminal that will be convenient 
to the largest number of trainees (potential users). 
Colleges who have expressed strong interest in organizing these 
new regions include: 
State Capital Area: LanSing Community College 
In the Lan'ling area, potential partners and trainees could also 
include staff from: Abrams Aerial Survey, John Snell Engrs., Michigan 
State University, Michigan Department of Natural Resources, Michigan 
Department of State Highways, other state agencies, the Tri-County 
Regional Planning Commissit:lIt, and Resource Information Associates 
(RIA) • 
Lansing Community College ha5 ~ ~DP-ll/35 co~puter, which is a 
~otential near-term host for the RAS software. Other potential 
software hosts include the State of Hichigan and MSU computers which 
are Burroughs 7700 and CDC 6500, respectively. 
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Central Hich1gan: H1d-Hichlgan Community College and/or Central 
Hichigan University 
In the central Michigan area, additional transfer partners and 
tr~inees could also be drawn fL'm Delta College University Center, 
Hontcalln Community College, Environmental Sciences, Inc., Dow Chemical 
Company, and the Northeast and East Central Hichigan Planning and 
Development Regions. 
Central Hichigan Ur:iversity uses a CDC Cyber 172 Computer which 
is also a potential host for the RAS software. 
Western Michigan: Western M~chigan University 
Trainees or partners with Western could be drawn from Williams 
and ~-1orks (a major engineering firm in Grand Rapids), the five 
community colleges in the region, SoutrtW~st Michigan Regional Planning 
Commission, and Commonwealth Associe.tes (a major utility company). 
\-1estern Hichigan UniversitJ7' has a strong interest in upgrading 
its remote sensing program to include training in Landsat data 
analysis. The expressed interest for the use of a RAS installation at 
Ivestern includes the following: 
1. A teaching tool in both regular classes and workshops, for 
community and small college faculties by the Geography 
Department. 
2. A research tool in remote sensing mapping by the Geography 
Department. 
3. A research tool to identify habitat types by faculty of the 
Biology Department. 
4. Teaching the use of remote sensing in resource management to 
high school teachers and intermediate Ilchool district 
personnel as well as community service organization leaders 
by the Science and Hathematics Education Center. 
5. A research and teaching tool for working with resource 
management problems for citizen groups and local government 
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by the University Center for EnV'~ronmental Affairs under its 
National Scienc~ Foundation, Science for Citizens programa 
6. A training and demonstration device for local government 
officials and private r.onsultant firms working in resource 
management problems by the Southwest Michigan Planning 
Council (Substate Region III). 
The Western Michigan University computer center ~onta1ns a DEC 
PDP-10 computer. Preliminary investigations have confirmed the 
feasibility of adding the RAS software to this system. Addition of 
the software to this computer would also make the RAS operation 
available tnrough the MERIT network which links computers at Western 
Michigan University, University of Michigan, Wayne State University, 
and Michigan State University. 
A workshop is suggested for the first month of Phase It with 
NASA, ERIM,. Phase I participants, and potential Phase II participants 
to assess the effectiveness of the Phase I training and demonstration 
efforts and to review recommendations and plans from the e..:ademic 
institutions who are proposing Phase II programs. The workshop will 
give Phase I and Phase II participants an opportunity to review 
program mistakes and successes, and give potential Phase II 
participants an opportunity to state their ideas on how to best 
conduct a cooperative technology transfer effort in their regions. In 
conjunction with NASA, academic institutions will be selected to 
organize and move forwatd with the Phase II transfer efforts. The 
Colleges will recruit organizations from the private and public sector 
to provide off-campus sites for the terminals and to supply trainees. 
NASA support to participants selected for Phase II would include 
training for Instructors and Associate Instru~tors, use of the RAS 
terminals, host computer service, and copies of the training 
materials. 
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3.4.2 ESTABLISH ALTERNATIVE SOURCES FOR RAS TERMINALS 
Although the RAS te~inals meet cost (under $20K) and performance 
specifications, their excessive weight and size make the mobility 
needed for on-site training and demonstrations difficult. Ramtek, who 
supplied the current hardware, has been encouraged to develop more 
responsive configurations. Contacts have also been m~de with 
Tektronix, Science Applications Inc., Applied Dynamics, Log Etronics 
Inc., Innovative Digital Equipment (IDE) and other potential suppliers 
in hopes of establishing alternative terminal configurations that 
offer cost or performance advantages. IDE and Ramtek have pr.ovided 
cost for updated RAS configurations. Trainees will be encouraged to 
purchase their own terminals from one of the available sources upon 
the successful completion of demonstration or training~ This activity 
would continue through Phase II. 
3.4.3 DEVELOP ALTERNATIVE SOURCES FOR HOST COHPUTER SERVICES 
As the distance between the terminal and the host increases, 
long distance telephone rates discourage terminal use. When the 
terminal can be hardwired to the host computer and operated at 9600 
baud. it displays an image light times faster than it does when 
operating through dial telephone line at 1200 baud. 
These factors suggest that the plan for the orderly continued 
expansion of the use of Landsat technology must also addr.ess the needs 
of transferring the RAS software operations to other host computer 
facilities. The academic institutions and computer time-share firms 
would be encouraged to adt! software to their computers, where 
p~ssible, so that local users could take advantage of faster display 
rates when the terminals are hardwired to the computer or lower 
telephone rates if dial-line operations are needed. Large 
universities, college centers, and time-sharing firms are already 
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. accustomed to servicing terminal users and could adapt the RAS 
software and terminals in.. stride. 
Hany of the large computtlr time-sharing firms are now supporting 
many clients, e.g., consulting engineering companies who are also 
potential users of Landsat technology. A well designed transfer of 
the RAS software to one or more of these hosts could have an immedlate 
impact on the use of Landsat technology. Preliminary contacts have 
been made with a few organizations (e.g., Boeing Computer Services 
National c.:SS, Inc.), in order to evaluate methods and possible 
benefits for accomplishing this tra~sfer. A development of one or 
alternative host computer services would be an important goal to 
achieve during Phase II. 
3.4.4 UPGRADING CAPABILITY OF RAS TERMINALS AND HOST SOFTJARE 
and 
two 
From time to time, some software and firmware modificatio'ns will 
be needed in Phase II to make the terminals simpler to operate and to 
incorporate features which can be justified by user needs. Program 
evaluation forms completed by the trainees have already pointed out 
important changes that need to be made in the RAS firmware and 
software. 
A more time-consuming and expensive effort to undertake in Phase 
II is the development of additional RAS software needed to manipulate 
land cover data derived from Landsat with that in other digital files, 
such as soils, topography, etc. This new development is needed in 
order to provide the trainees with a better appreciation of th~ 
tlsefulness of Landsat data. 
To demonstrate the capability of merging and using Landsat data 
with other data sources, a number of alternative paths should be 
investigated - all paths require some firmware and/or software 
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modifications and/or additions. Methods recommended for investigation 
include: 
1. Performing joint training and demonstration activities with 
organizations who are marketing geo data base equipment, 
software or services. Resource Information Associates, Inc. 
(RIA) for example, is a small, private sector firm marketing 
very low cost (under $10K) microcomputer geographic 
information and mapping systems. These systems could be used 
to manipulate processed Landsat data (land cover) with soils, 
topography, etc., in models useful to engineering and public 
organizations doing township and county level plann:l.ng. 
Models could include programs to locate prime agricultural 
land, estimate quantity and quality of stormwater run-off~ 
assess wildlife habitat quality, etc. Funding for this 
activity would be needed to establish Lan~~at file(s) in 
floppy discs used by microcomputer(s) and perhaps support for 
work on models using Landsat data. 
2. Performing a joint effort with Detroit Edison, who's interest 
is to establish landsat processing capability in its 
PDP-11/70 computer, and to use this computer and associated 
digitizers and displays to establish and use a geo data base 
capability for its 7600 square mile service region. This 
approach may require assisting Edison with the work required 
to integrate RAS software onto its PDP-l1/70, assisting in 
the development of software required to file and merge 
Landsat data with that derived by digitizing other data 
sources, assisting in the development of a model(s) which 
aids transmission line corridor selection, and t~e 
development of a county size demonstration project to 
demonstrate these new procedures. 
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3. Developing a telephone interface between the RAS tBrminal and 
. 
the University a.f Hichigan, Michigan State, or Wayne State 
computers so that trainees would have access to geo date base 
software available in these local computers. The U of M 
computer (MTS) contains the Harvard L-1GRID software, MSU 
provides Resourc~ Analysis Procedure (RAP), and Wayne State 
provides the host services for SEMCOG. The SEMCOG files 
contain lanti use and other data for the sev~n-county pla.nning 
region. SEMCOG is also a part:i.cipant in the Phase I program 
and has continuing interest in Landsat technology. 
4. Obtaining software from one of the NASA centers or from some 
other source and integrating i.t with RAS/ERDC programs. ERIM 
is currently investigating software available from NSTL/Earth 
Resources Laboratory. A program reported by Walter (1973 
University of Florida) and referred to as the 'Optimum Land 
Allocation Computer Program' could be readily integrated into 
the RAS/ERDC software operations. This software could be 
used in a new exercise where the trainee generates and 
displays: 1) parameter images which show different resource 
parameters, e.g., land use soils, topography etc.; 2) maps 
which show the suitability of land for anyone specified use 
based on suitability of categories; and 3) optimum user 
allocation maps showing the best use for land considering its 
suitability and priorities for various uses. 
5. Transferring RAS software to a commercial time share company 
who has geo data software capability and who may already be 
supporting clients, e.g., engineering companies, who are also 
potential users of Landsat technology. For example, National 
CCS, a subsidiary of the Dunn & Btadstreet Corporation, 
provides a network of communications and computer services 
throughout the United States, England, and France. Programs 
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already in use on this host include ONSITE and HARKET BASE, 
two on-line demographic retrieval systems, ILll1S-Interactive 
land use mapping, AGS - a soil slope-stability analysis base 
management system. Boeing Computer Service provides UPGRADE 
- the User Prompted Graphic Data Evaluation System. At 
present, UPGRADE includes: air quality data (EPA SAROAD), 
water quality data (EPA STORET and USGS NASQAH) and 
demographic data (Census Bureau) which would be very u5sful 
to those involved in environmental programs. A well designed 
transfer of the RAS software to a host like CCS or Boeing 
could make a Landsat/Geo Data Base capability available to 
many potential Landsat users. To test this transfer method, 
support would be needed to install the software on the new 
host and to conduct demonstrations and market surveys. 
Approximately 2 man-months of support are required to develop new 
software, data files, example products and other materials needed to 
demonstrate the usefulness of Landsat data when manipulated by models 
and programs with other data sources. 
3.4.5 UPDATE TRAINING MATERIAL 
Training material, i.e., exercises and RAS User's Manual, as \.;rell 
as the RAS terminal itself, w~.ll evolve and change wi th use to 
incorporate new materials and features responsive to user needs. By 
the end of December approximataly 100 trainees will have worked 
through the exercises and User's Manual. Almost all trainees to date 
have made some comments or corrections which io1ill improve the training 
material. It is recommended that the training material be put on a 
word-processing machine during Phaue II to facilitate revisions and 
additions. A Phase It objective would also be to make the training 
package completely 'self-contained' or as much so as possible. 
Ideally, a user with very little, or no background in remote sensing 
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supplied with a training package could train himself or herself to 
generate Landsat maps and., data products with the use of the terminal. 
Specific goals that should be achieved during Phase II include: 
1. Rewrite RAS User's Manual: Rew,ite, incorporating feedback 
from ~.;orkshop participants and RAS trainees. Correct errors. 
Place on word processor. 
2. Restructure the five RAS exercises: Utilizing feedback from 
RAS workshops and three cooperative technology transfer 
efforts, rewrite the existing five RAS exercises. Exercises 
should to be self-contained, and designed for scm~one with 
little profeSSional training in remote sensing. Place on 
Word Processor. 
3. Prepare at least three additional RAS exercises: i:~rite 
several new exercises, including: 
a. Hanual interpretation of Landsat imagery. 
b. Electronic service requests. 
c. Integration of Landsat with data from other sources, 
e.g., aerial photographs, maps, other Landsat scenes, 
etc. 
4. Prepare training package for Geo-data base applications: 
Prepare a set of exercises and update training manual for the 
generation and application of geo-data bases. Illustrate 
utility of LANDSAT data in this regard. Interface existing 
map data as well as aerial photographs. Emphasize digitizing, 
encoding, data storage, merging, retrieval, and data 
manipulation. 
5. Generate video RAS traini~,materials: Prepare color slides 
and other audio-visual materials needed to support training 
packages. 
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3.4.6 SECOND NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROGRAM 
The Second National Conference on the Role of Community Colleges 
in the National Technology Transter Program is being planned for 
October 19-21, 1981. Location for the meeting will be Wayne County 
Commwlity College Campus and the Ponchatrain Hotel downtown Detroit. 
Sponsors for the first national conference May 24, 1978 included: 
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, Council of 
North Central Community Junior Colleges, Environmental Research 
Institute of Hichigan, Michigan Community College Association, 
Southeastern Michigan League of Community Colleges, and the 
Southeastern Hichigan Technical Assistance Program. 
It is suggested that the NASA Phase II program cooperate with and 
lssist in the orgeuization and planning of this conference in order to 
obtain national awareness of NASA's efforts to transfer Landsat 
technology through commlmity colleges. This conference should provide 
the exposure needed to initiate similar transfer efforts in other 
states. 
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4.1 NETWORK AND PARTICIPANTS 
4 
CONCLUSIONS 
To reach as many practicing professionals as possible within 
southeast Michigan, the Phase I participants were organized by region 
into three cooperative efforts for the purpose of delivering the 
training and demonstrations. The participants included: NASA, the 
sponsor, ERIM, who assembled and supplied the RAS and other materials, 
C.S. Mott Community College; Wayne County Community College; and 
Eastern Michigan University, lITho organized and sponsored seminars to 
attract practicing professiona~s to a program of training in Landsat 
technology and the off-campus host for the terminals where trainees 
obtained additional hands-on training. The off-campus host i1\"'luded: 
Daedalus Enterprises; Detroit Edison Company; Michigan GLS Region V 
Planning and Development Commission; and Southeast Michigan Council of 
Governments, ~n objective was to select a host that would be 
convenient to the largest number of trainees and who was also a 
potential user of the technology. The host also had the opportunity 
to use the terminals to cOl:.duct demonstration projects and to train 
other employees in their organization. 
Approximately 100 people were provided hands-on training on the 
RAS terminals. Many others had the opportunity t~ attend brief 
demonstrations or one day work~hops. Organizations providing staff 
for the hands-on training included: 
Daedalus Enterprises 
Detroit Edison 
Science Applications, Inc. 
NOAA 
Johnson and Anderson 
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Black & Veatch 
Neyer, Tiseo & Hind~, Ltd. 
Environmental Sciences, Inc. 
Department of Natural Resources - Puerto Rico 
SFERES - France 
'~ayne County Community College 
C.S. Hott Community College 
Hashtennw Coun~.y Community College 
GLS V Planning Region 
Southeast Hichigan Council of Governments 
Eastern Michigan Univermity 
Michigan State University 
University of Michigan 
Cranbrook Institute of Science 
General Motors Institute 
Tel Aviv University - Israel 
Since the colleges sponsor the training programs through the 
usual registration-fee method (which pays the instructor) and th~ 
other terminal hosts are provided training facilities and staff 
support at no cost to NASA, the training and demonstration activities 
are almost self-supporting. NASA's support includes the use of the 
terminals with host computer support and copies of the training 
material. A program goal of having approximately 100 local 
participants trained in Landsat technology by 20 December 1980 was 
achieved. This concept for training and education utilizes existing 
organizations; one of its greatest strengths is that the various 
people and organizations occupy roles for which the required 
positioning and motivation have already been established. 
4.2 TRAINING ~~TERIALS 
Three (3) RAS terminals, the RAS User's Handbook, and a set of 
five exercises were assembled and in continuous use since mid July 
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1980. The number of public and private organizations purchasing these 
materials for the.ir own use provides one measure of gaging the 
effectiveness of NASA's technology transfer effort. A RAS terminal 
and associated software has b~en acquired and is in operation by the 
Institute for Applied Geosciences, Frankfort, West Germany. A 
t:erminal has also been purchased by Texas Christian University (TCU). 
Other organizations likely to acquire terminals within the next month 
or two include: the U.S. Forest Service, NASA-Houston, The Society 
Francaise d'Etudes et de Recherches Economiques et Statistiques 
(SFERES)-Paris, FranL~e, and Telespazio-Rome, Italy. \~ayne County 
Community College in conjunction with Wayne State University have 
requested funding from the National Science foundation for RAS and 
soft'toTare needed to establish and maintain training and demonstration 
programs in Wayne County. Wayne County ";ommunity College has also met 
with the Department of Education to discuss the Landsat program and to 
seek funding. Eastern Hichigan University and the Detroit Edi,tson 
Company are also investigating ways of acquiring t!;rminals and 
software to maintain a continuing role in the use of Landsat data. 
The investigation has demonstrated that recent developments in 
computer technology now make it possible for the private sector to 
provide high-quality Landsat products and services, using a desk-top 
computer terminal, at low initial investment of about $20K. It also 
shows that community colleges as well as private and public 
organizations, which are readily available to the local user 
community, can join in cooperative efforts to deliver the needed 
training in the use of the terminals and the application of Landsat 
technology. In addition, this approach permits a gradual expansion of 
the initial low-cost user facility as confidence and available capital 
increase and as the system shows potential for easily merging other 
sources of data (soil, topography, etc.) into the Landsat analysis 
process. 
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4.3 NEED FOR ADDITIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EFFORTS 
Additional training and demonstration efforts are needed to 
continue to develop and illustrate the role of community colleges in 
partnership with the private and public sectors in the delivery of 
Landsat technology at the local level. It is believed that this model 
extension network has been successfully demonstrated in Southeast 
l'lichigan at2d, if continued and expanded in Michigan and perhaps to a 
few other states, other colleges will follow nationwide. There are 
1,240 community colleges and technical institutions in the United 
States, located in 426 of the 435 congressional districts (1977 data); 
each of these institutions has close connections with various public 
and private local organizations that could benefit from the, use of 
Landsat o~ more directly, frClm the information it pro\Tides, The close 
relationship between th~ community colleges and the local communities 
makes the college ideal for transferring remote sensin~ technology. A 
technology extension network, with support to community colleges 
paralleling present-day vocaticn~lal education funding, might be a 
legislative goal. 
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Appendix A 
B~chures from Colleges 
Following are brochures which were published by the colleges to 
announce seminars conducted as part of the cooperative technology 
transfer efforts. 
A-l 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
.p.csl.i Caur •• 
Eaten Mlalll.a. uatYenits' NI\SI\ 
COOPE~IVE TECHNOLOGICAL TRANSFER 
• Daedalus Enterprises 
• Environmental Rege~rch 
Institute of ~chigan 
• Michigan Community College 
Association 
• Washt~naw Community College 
• National Aeronautics &nd 
Space Administration 
• Southeastern Michigan Technical 
Assistance Program 
GE0478 "SPECIAL TOPICS: REMOTE AREA SENSING" 
Description 
This special topics course has been designed as a training-dem,onstration and 
educational tool for potential users of LANDSAT (Satellite Imagery) technology. 
!he course gives participants an opportunity to obtain training in the computar 
assisted interpretation of Landsat data, generation of digital data bases for 
planning and management of the environment j nattl~~l rgsgur~as! and l~nd use. 
Participants ~ill work through five e~ercises which will involve 18 to 22 hours 
of training using a color, interactive "Remote Analysis Station" (RAS). The 
RAS communicates with a central com~uting facility via telephone lines, and 
provides for generation of land cover maps and data products via remote command. 
!t is anticipated that some trainees may be selected to uae the RAS terminal to 
undertake further work on a demonstration project of their choice. 
Intended Audience/'Prerequt~ 
The course is designed for practicing professionals and students who desire ~ 
comprehensi'/e understanding at a basic level of the pertinent concepts, potentials, 
problems, and trade-offs a.ssociateci with the practical and operational aspects of 
collecting, interpraeing, and merging Landsat data with other data sources and 
applications for these data. No formal prerequisites are require~. The course is 
open eo undergraduate, graduate, and non-credi t trainees. Additional ·,olo·.:k '..nll :,e 
e~p~cted from the graduate students that enroll for this seminar. 
Training Sites 
A RAS terminal will be available at Daedalus Enterprises in Ann Arbor and at 
Eastern Michigan University (Room 222, Strong Hall) in YpSilanti, Michigan. 
Dr. Eugene Jaworski of Eastern Michigan University will assign trainees to the 
site of their choice where possible. 
rns::ructors 
Principal !Cstructor: Dr. Eugene Jaworski, Assistant Frofessor. Eastern Michigan 
University, G~ography & Geology Department, (313) 48i-1480. 
Associate !nseructor: Steve Goodman, Daedalus Enterprises, (313) 769-5649. 
Associate Instructors: tarry Reed, Bill Tyler, and Roger Reinhold, Environmental 
Research Institute of Michigan, (313) 994-1200. 
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'Ihis course uses the RAS te-rminal, ",orkbooks, and other material developed by 
ehe National Aeronautics and Space Administration, which is evaluating methods 
of making Landsat satellite technology more readily available to the ~rivate 
aud public sectors through local community colleges and universities. ThG 
course does not require additional texts or other materials. 
Credit 
Two hours of undergraduate or graduate credit may be earned by completinG this 
seminar. Enrollment on a non-credit basis is permitted. If you de~ire further 
information on non-credit, please contact Paul Borawski at (313) 487-0314. 
~ 
Undergraduaee Graduate Non-Credit 
Tuition $60. 'tuition S84. $60. 
Registration Fee $20. Registration Fee $20. 
Total $80. Total $104. 
Seminar ScheduJ,e 
The following schedule will be adhered tal the course will run for ewo weeks 
commencing ')0 September 22, 1980 and concluding 011 October 4, 1980. It '..ril.l 
run five days a week from 8:00 a.m. until 10:00 p.m. Students will noe be 
expected to attend the entire time; however, they will be expected to attend 
at least 30 hours of instructional time during this period. The course 
instructors ~ill schedule students for computer time during the two week course. 
Class Size 
The course is designed to accommodate up to twelve trainees ~ith priority given 
to practicing professionals. 
Registration 
A registration form has been attached; when completed, it should be mailed to 
the ~egistration Office, Briggs Hall, Eastern ~~chigan University, Ypsilanti, 
~ichigan (~3197 . 
Similar Training Pro~rams 
Sioilar training programs will be offered in the October-November time period 
by Wayne and Charles Stewart Mott Community Colleges. These p~ograms will 
dep~oy RAS terminals at sites in Wayne, Oakland, Genessee, and Ingham co~uties. 
For further information on these training opportunities contact: Dr. Douglas 
E. Lane, C.S. ~ott Community College, 1401 East Court, Flint, Michigan 48503, 
(313) 762-0278, or Wayne Community College, Elaine \~allace, Coastal Environmental 
Studies, 8551 Greenfield, Detroit, Michigan 38228, (31.3) 584-9381. 
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• Env1ronmeJIt:aJ. Research 
Institute of M1ehiga.n 
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Description 
. 
. 
SPmIAL couasfr 
NASA 
• Detroit F..d.1:son 
• Na.t1omJ. Aeronautics a.a:l 
Spa:e Adm1 n1st::ation 
• Soutlleaetel:'n Michigan 'l'eebnical 
Ass:1ata..Dae ?:ogz:a.m 
Thb special to-p1t::s C01.C:se bas ~.J1 d~ignad. as a. tra.~"1 ng-deJlOnst.ra.tion a.rd 
ed.uca.t1onaJ. teol -tor potantW users at L.UlDS.A.'r (Sa.telllte!:na.ge:y) technology. 
The cour:se gives part!Ci~ ·aJa oppol:.tuait:r tu obta.in tra1 n1 ng in ttle computer 
assisted. interprl!'ta.tion at Lal:id.:sa.t data., generation ot d1g1.tal date ... bases fo::: 
plann1 ng a::d. ma.ca.gel1e$ ~ tho eJlV'1.:C'olllll9Jl'C, ll&turaJ. resources, aJXi. land. use. 
Partic:1pams lI1ll. work through. five 8Xerc1:ses mich wUl. involve 18 to 22 hoUJ:S 
of' tra in1 ng usim; So colo.:, 1nteract1va "R9lIOte Allalysis Stat1on" (RAS). The 
IUS colllJll1:U11ca.tea with a. cem:.raJ. computing facll1ty v:ta. telephone ~p a.rxl. 
:p1:av1de8 for genera.tion of J.a.ai COVel:.. maps' a.zd data. products via. rell!.O~e comma.r.d. 
It is a.tXtic1pa.ted. tha.t some tra.1nee:s ~ be selected'"iD use the RAS terlllilUu. to 
umerta.ke furlber 'rf'o:r:k on a. demonstl:a.'Uon project of thei: chotce. 
Interxled.~ellCeLPr:eregu1sitae 
The course is designed far: praat1ciug prote:s:sionals alii student:s who desira a. 
cOID.llt"ehemsive umerstard1ng a.t a. baa1c level o:r the per:t1nent concepts, poten.t1al.s, 
problems, a.o::l. t1:a.d.e-offs associated. 1fi~ tha p:a.ct1ca.l aDi opet'a.t1ona.l aspects ot 
coll.ect:l.rJg, 1nterp:r:et::t.ng, am. :e:g1ng. r.a,m-a.'t data with athel:' data. sQUl:cee a.Dd. 
a.pplica.tions. fOl: _these ds;ta.. ;{o fc:a:mJ. prex:eq~1tes are- required. . 
'l'ra.ini.:;g. Sites 
# , 
A RAS ter.::U.Da.l wlll be a.va1la.'llle at.a 
'ia.Y1l" C01J.!:I'Cy ColllllWl1ty College, Narthwest Re~on, 855J. Greenfield Road., 
Room A.:32.:3. (October: 24 - November 1 aJXl De !ambe!: 8· - December 19) 
SEMCOG - Downtown Det:t:oit (November lO - November 2J.) 
Detroit Edison, T:roY'. Mic;d.g:a.n (November zq. - Decembll£' 5) 
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Principal Instruct.OJ:'s Dr. EJ.a.ine :ia.J.lace, CESP Directat', ilayne COWlty COJ!1l:lunity 
Colleg~, (31;) .584-9:381 . 
. . 
Associate Ins~-uctat's, Dan Synder, SEMCCG; Wi" h::t Cumm.1ll.g1' Det:r.oit Edison, 
Reg1..'1ald. Beasley. Detroit Ed1:son, a.nd 1<.1.::J Reed, Bill Tyler, a..cd Roger Reinhold., 
Envb:omaenta.l R~ch Institut& of Michigan.. (31:3) 994-12.00 (ext. 576) 
Tra.in1n.g Matex:'iaJ..s 
This course wses the RAS terl4ina.l, wat'kbooks, aJXi other material. developed. by 
the National Ae:r:ona.ut1cs a.rd. Space Mmi"1 stration, ldlich 1::5 evaluating methods 
of making Lardsat sa.tellite technology mare rea.d.1ly a.va.ila.ble to the priva.te 
and. pu'bl1c sectors thl:ough local community colleges a.rd universities. The 
~ourse does not reql.1i:r:e add.:1t1onaJ. texts or other matez:.1.al.sa 
~ 
Regist.ra.tion Pee $.50 
Semi."'I3J:' Schedule 
The following sc!:1ed.ule ;rill be adhered. to.. Part.1cipants wilJ. be expectai to attend 
a. t'rl'O day workshop plus a.~ox1llla.tely 18 hom:'s of te::Wa.l time. 
Workshop -- October Z4 9100 a..m. - 4100 p.m. 
October Z1 9&00 a..m. - 4,00 p .. L 
Class Size 
Room A200 'layne Cot1Il:ty Community College,.. . 
8551 GA:eeIXfield. 
Detroit, Michiga.n. 48228 
The course is designed. to a.ceom:nodate up to t"WIty trainees with prioity given to 
prac'M.cing prof es:sionaJ.s. 
R e.:?L'-si:.:'a.tion . 
You ca.,! reg:!..ste:r: in advance, on a. f1rst-come first-seJ:'Vei 'ba.sis, by calling 
Dr. ::La.i.tle i1a.l.la.ce, 'Jayne County CoIl1llXW1ity College, .584-938l (313) . 
Class size w1ll be limited. to t" .. enty. 
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Appendix B 
RA~ OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
B.1 INTRODUCTION 
B.1.l THE RAS SYSTEM 
The Remote Analysis Station (RAS) consists of a color CRT imagery 
display, with alphanumeric over.write and keyboard, as well as a 
cursor controller and modem (Figure 1). This portable station can 
communicate via modem and dial-up telephone with a host computer at 
1200 baud or hardwired to a host computer at 9600 baud. The station 
contains a z80 microcomputer which controls the display refresh memory 
and remote station processing. Landsat data is displayed as three-
, 
band false-color imagery, one-band color-sliced imagery, or color~coded 
processed imagery. Although the display memory routinely operates at 
256 x 256
1
')icture elements, a display resolution of 128 x 128 can be 
selected to fill the display faster. 
The slowest filling of the display would be for three-band false 
color imagery. False color display fill rates for the various reso-
lution and baud rates are shown in the following table. The single 
band color sliced and categorized images (with less than 16 categories) 
vi11 fill the display at twice the indicated false color rates. 
APPROXIMATE FALSE COLOR DISPLAY FILL RATE AND RESOLUTION 
Baud 
Rate 
1200 
(Dial Line) 
9600 
(Local Line) 
Display Resolution-Pixels 
128 x 128 256 x 256 
120 sec. 8.5 min. 
15 sec. 64 sec. 
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The interactive operating techniques developed for RAS permit 
most of the interaction to be performed at lower resolutions and 
. 
faster display fill rates, ~"ith the high resolution capability used 
for vie~"ing the final processed data. The key to the relatively 
rapid fill rate is that the data being transmitted to the RAS by 
the host computer are already scaled to three bits per color, 
display resolution for the three CRT g~ns (red, green, and blue) 
prior to transmission with one bit, for graphics oven"rite. 
The RAS features the following capabilities: 
• Lm" cost - the station can be i:!.ssembJed from readily 
available hard~"are for less than $20,000. 
• System portability - the user supplies only electrical 
outlets and telephone. 
• Inte.ractive. control via ,a simple., menu-driven language. 
• Dial-up access to host computer with selectable trade-
off bet~lTeen image vie~"ing speed and quality (resolution). 
• Histogram display, categorization accuracy tables, and 
results of category separation analysis. 
• Categorized image display in colors selected from list 
~"ith over 40 options. 
• Edit colors '''ithin areas enclosed via cursor - I digital 
air brush I. 
• Generation of land cover tabulations directly from display 
by designating boundary of area with cursor. 
• Display of selected map categories over false color irWH~es. 
• Input of image and map control points for geometric 
correction. 
• Generate electronic service request for initial Landsat 
files, and subsequent image and data products. 
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lntegration of HAS t ... ith Host Computer 
During this proBram the host computer for the. RAS has been the 
P,;)P-ll/70 compute.r in ERIUis Earth Resources Data Center (BRDC). 
Hgu!"e 2 illustrates the RAS - linked to its host via phone line 
and modern. The PDP-ll/70 peripherals consist of the follm ... ing: 
• lOOOK bytes of memory 
• Four 176 megabyte disks. 
• Tt ... o 2.5 megabyte program disks. 
• Four 9-track computer tape transports. 
e TtvO interactive display stations. 
o One l6-channel terminal multiplexer. 
• Tt ... o telephone modems. 
• Datagr1d digitizer table . 
., Optronics drum film recorder. 
.. Tt ... u hardttTired high-speed maximum likelihood processors. 
B.l.2 RAS OPERATION 
RAS features interactive control via a simple, menu-driven 
language. Table 1 lists the present 6-0ption menu with sub-menus 
and the mOGt frequentl." used off-line programs. After the user 
has logged in, operatiou is initiated by display of the six major 
options. To call one of the sub-menus, the user simply enters the 
appropriate letter, e.g~; I!RI! for RADIOHETRIC and the corresponding 
options, false color, color slice, contrast etc., appear. 
Selection of one of these results in further options, e.g., band-
color assignment, gain - offset levels, etc. 
Each submenu pertains to a set of related options. The 
option QUIT is rather straight forward. RADIO}ffiTRIC options are 
those which operate on the spectral or radiometric content of 
the data. In contrast, the GEO}ffiTRIC options include functions 
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Table 1. RAS 6-0ption Menu and frequently used 
off-line programs 
1. QU!l" (Q) 
2. RADIOMETRIC OPTIONS (R) 
1 FALSE COLOR 
2 COLOR SLICE 
3 CONTRAST 
4 CATEGORIZE 
3. GEOMETRIC OPTIONS (G) 
1 LOCATION 
2 SCALE 
3 IMAGE CONTROL POINTS 
4. TRAINING DATA (T) 
ENTER TRAINING SET NUMBER? 
ENTER UPPER LEFT CORNER 
ENTER UPPER RIGHT CORNER 
ENTER LOWER RIGHT CORNER 
ENTER LOWER LEFT CO~~ER 
NA.t1E.? 
GROUP ~UMBER & COLOR? 
5. MULTISOURCE PROCESSING (M) 
1 CATEGORICAL DISPLAY 
2 CATEGORICAL OVERIDE 
3 CO-OCCURRENCES 
4 EDIT 
5 AREA TABLZS 
6. UTILITIES (U) 
1 PAUSE 
2 STOP 
7. FREQUENTLY USED OFF-LINE PROGRAMS 
1 TRAINING SET HISTOGRAMS ($RHST) 
2 REHOTE CATESORICAL ANALYSIS ($RCA) 
3 ACCURACY TABLES ($RC7) 
4 REMOTE CATEGORICAL PROCESSING ($RCP) 
5 ELECTRONIC SERVICE REQUEST ($ESR) 
6 TEXT EDITOR (EryI) 
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such as Lo~ation nnd Scale which are spatial or geometric in nature. 
Functions relating to training sets are contained tY'ithin the TRAINING 
DATA menu. The HULTISOURCE'PROCESSING submenu involves data from 
several sources as well as allows the user to manipulate and edit 
a previously categorized file. At present the UTILITIES option 
consists only of a Pause and Stop option. The PAUSE mode facilitates 
the temporary interruption of the P~S ~~0gram for running off-line 
programs on an associated hard copy device, when available. Most of 
the performance statistics are run off-line so as not to unduly en-
large the basic RAS softwace. 
B.lo 3 SUMMARY OF OPERATIONAL STEps 
As indicated by the flm" diagram, the R..A.S use);" may initiate a 
project at several different stages in the proc8ssing path (Figure 3). 
Nany users will t.,ant to begin with a subscene which has been. g~ometri­
cally corrected, restored and resampled. Others who are more cost 
conscious may wish to process a raw Landsat subscene and perform 
a geometric correction after the creation of a categorized file. 
The following events describe those typically used by RAS operators 
to process Landsat data: 
1. Data Collection. Prior to processing, the user acquires: 
LAl~DSAT Computer Compatible Tape (CCT), aerial photography, 
maps and other ground truth data needed to locate training 
areas for land cover categories; and, topographic maps needed 
for geometric corrections. 
2. Specify study area and preliminary products. The user 
sends his Landsat tape to the host ,:omputer facility 
together with information needed to establish initial Lk~SAT 
files of study areas. Information needed includes ·'mount" 
date, location of file in Landsat coordinates, and specifi-
cations for geometric corrections. If host is to input 
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image and map control pOints for corrections, the user will 
also forward the topographic maps to the host facility. The 
user may also request histograms and a false color print of 
the study area at this time. 
3. Establish link with files. At the specified mount date, 
the host computer reads the study area onto a disk and into 
the user's assigned file. The user should have at this time 
a RAS User's Manual, histograms, ground truth data (e.g., aerial 
photos and LANDSAT false color images) annotated with possible 
training site locations, and topographic maps, if ground control 
points are to be entered through the terminal. The user 
"dials up" the host computer. Two outside telephones have 
been established for this project. 
4. Optimize and view study area and ground control point 
input option. U~ing selections from the Radiometric and 
Geometric submenus, the user will call up a display full of 
data from h~ .. :~ disk area by scan line and pixel number. After 
general familiarization with the file, the user will optimize 
the false color and level sliced picture with the aid of the 
Histogram and Contrast display mode. If the data has not 
been corrected for geometric distortions, the user can elect 
to enter the image and map control points a~ this time or 
at any other time preceeding the generation of the final map 
and data products. Geometric con~iderations are reviewp.d 
further in a follo~Ying Aection. 
5. Select training~. Once map category needs have 
been established, and potential training set areas have 
been located on the display with the aid of ground truth 
data, the user begins to select training sets. More t~an 
one training set can be s~lected from the display without 
moving tf" another image location. Operating in the Training 
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Data mode, training sets are selected using a quadrilateral 
cursor, and the cursor coordinates along with training set 
identification and coior codes are transmitted to the host 
computer. 
6. Training set analysis. The user proceeds to interactive 
analysis after initial training sets are selected. This 
involves running the off-line Remote Categorical Analysis 
(RCA) program to establish processing coefficie~ts (Walsh, 
79, Wilson, 79) and selection of the Categorize option to 
display the processed data. Typically, the first analysis 
is performed after 6-8 training sets are selected. Categorized 
data on the display, together with statistical printouts (as 
overwrite) are reviewed, and then training sets refined and 
additional training sets selected until the desired results 
for up to 50 categories are available. Typically, 10 to 25 
training sets for 6 to 15 m~p categories are selected. The 
categories are then aggregated down to the desired number of 
final map categories. 
Statistics generated from off-line programs, such as RCA, 
ACCURACY TABLES (Rcr) , and TRAINING SET HISTOGRAMS (RHST) , 
are viewed on display or on line printer~ 1'f the printer 
io not available, the display must be photographed if the 
information is to be retrieved before hard copy from the 
host computer arrives. When categorize is selected from the 
RADIOMETRIC submenu, the user views the interpreted data as 
it is being processed by the host computer with parameters 
comput~d by RCA from training data. Processing accuracy is 
often assessed by comparing this color-coded image with aerial 
photographs and other groun~ truth data. Some users photo-
graph the display for more detailed analysis at a more 
convenienct time. To minimize cost, many training and 
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demonstration projects end Landsat categorization activity 
at this point using the photographs and statistics to document 
the projects. 
7. Apply analysis results to categorize study area. 
Presuming the categorization is satisfactory, the user can 
categorize the entire file (study area) with Remote Categorical 
Processing (RCP), through the Electronic SerVice Request (ESR) 
program. Unless the files are relatively small (e.g., county 
or smaller) the categorization should be referred to the host 
which can process the files more efficiently with its hardwired 
high-speed processors. 
8. Multisource processing. After the area of interest has 
been categorized and placed ,('II the user's work.ing area, some 
of the following multisources processing options can be selected 
as needed to manipulate and edit the processed data. 
a. Categorical displal' Categorical display can be requested 
to review the processed file. Since the interpreted file can be 
displayed much faster than files being processing, the user may 
select this mode to preview the file at a higher resolution than 
that accomplis~ed during Land cover analysis. b. Editing. 
Editing permits the user to change colors in any area enclosed with 
cursor. When this "digital airbrush" activity is accomplished by 
a careful operator with good ground truth, the effort can result 
in a significant improvement in classification accuracy. This 
option is also used to demonstrate how data from other sources 
(e. g., aerial photos, maps, etc.), can be .integrated into 
Landsat files. c. Area tables. Area tables generated from 
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categorized data bounded by cursor on display lists acres, 
square kilometers, and percentage of area occupied by each 
land cover category. • ~.fuen boundaries of areas are complex 
or not viaible on image, the host facility dIgitizes the 
boundary from maps supplied by the user and generates 
tabulations. 
9. Specifying products. The user selects theme color-s, and 
map products (scale and projection), digital files, area 
tabulation, etc. and transmits the order to the host com-
puter via an Electroni~ Service Request. The products are 
generated off-line and sent to the user. 
10. Geometric corrections. The user can contribute to geometric 
corrections if needed prior to or following training set analysis. 
In either case, the RAS user Simply enters the image and map 
control points and receives an analysis of mapping error based 
on thei,r use. 
If corrections are needed, user specified options include: 
1) when corrections are to be made; 2) whether RAd or host is 
providing image and map control points; 3) desired map proiec-
tion and cell size; 4) mapping transformation or model (i.e., 
nearest neighbor, cubic convolution, restoration). Details of 
these options have been ~.,rell documented Olilson, 80). If 
corrections are performed before land cover analysis, the host 
esta .. lis.tes a corrected file in the users area. This file can be 
gen~rated ~.,rith virtually any map projection and cell size. A 
typical file ~.,rould be in the UTII proj ection wi th 50 meter x 
SO meter square cell. The cells would be east-t.,rest oriented t.,rith 
north imaged at the top of the dispLay. This display facilitates 
~omparison of Landsat image with available phot'Jgraphs and maps 
as well as location of potential training areas. 
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If geometric corrections are established with support from 
. 
the terminal, thf • ,lrst establishes uncorrected files. The 
image coordinate of map control points are located on the false 
color display and transmitted to the host computer when the Image 
Control Poi~.t uption of the GEOHETRIC menu is executed with the 
cursor over \.:\e image control point. Latitude and longitude of 
corresponding points are derived from topographic m,aps and entered 
through the keyboard with off-line TEXT EDITOR (EDI) program. The 
Electronic Service Request (ESR) or other means can be used to 
inform the host of the selection of processing algorithms. 
Residual errors are transmitted to the user for reveiw. 
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Appendix C 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAS HOST COMPUTER AND PERIPHERALS 
C.l REQUIREMENTS 
C.l.l GENERAL HARm-TARE REQUIREHENTS 
Following is a summary of equipment requirements and recommenda-
tions for supporting the RAS subsystem. 
SUMNARY OF EQUIPHENT REQUIREHENTS AND RECO~1ENDATIONS 
Hainframe 
• Floating point multiply/divide hard\yare*. 
• At least l6-bit addressing. 
• Program memory. 
Required 64K bytes. 
Peripherals 
• Random access disk memory: recommended minimum 5-
megabyte (COt~~y size area). 
• aagnetic tape drive: 9-track, 800 or 1600 bit per 
inch (BPI). 
• RAS connected via RS-232 terminal port. 
C.l. 2 GENERAL SOFT'i-lARE REQUIREHENTS 
Certain machine software requirements are necessary to support 
the RAS slibsystem without extensive modifications. A list of these 
requirements follows: 
"t": 
• The host machine must have a l6-bit ~r a 32-bit word size. 
• The host machine must support FORTRAN IV or a higher 
FORTRAN language. 
• The host machine must have machine language for disk and 
tape data handlers for image data. 
Recomtnl;'nded because of the high volume throughput required by imagery 
data pcocessing. 
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C.2 DESCRIPTION 
C.2.l GENERAL 
Essentially, RAS is a FORTRAN program used to support the pro-
cess:ng and analysis of digital imagery data, such as remotely sensed 
data and ancillary data. The complete RAS soft~yar.~ consists of the 
RAS program and numerous application modules. 
The RAS program is coded in FORTRAN except for a few machine-
dependent, FORTRAN-callable subroutines that are used to accomplish 
I/O, bit and byte manipulations, and certain control functions. Each 
of the application 1lLodules is also written in FORTRA!-1 but relies on 
the operating subsystem for machine-dependent functions. 
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